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Abstract

Excessive risk-taking of �nancial agents drew a lot of attention in the aftermath

of the �nancial crisis. Low interest rates and subdued market volatility during the

Great Moderation are sometimes blamed for stimulating risk-taking and leading to

the recent �nancial crisis. In recent years, with many central banks around the

world conducting the policy of low interest rates and mitigating market risks, it has

been debatable whether this policy contributes to the building up of another credit

boom. This paper addresses this issue by focusing on information acquisition by

the �nancial agents. We build a theoretical model which captures excessive risk-

taking in response to changes in policy rate and market volatility. This excessive

risk takes the form of an increased risk appetite of the agents, but also of decreased

incentives to acquire information about risky assets. As a result, with market risk

being reduced, agents tend to acquire more risk in their portfolios then they would

with the higher market risk. The same forces increase portfolio risk when the safe

interest rate is falling. The robustness of the results is considered with di¤erent

learning rules.
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Abstract

Nadmµerné podstupování rizika �nanµcními agenty získalo mnoho pozornosti po

nedávné �nanµcní krizi. Nízké úrokové sazby a tlumená volatilita na trhu bµehem

období velkého zmírnµení (�Great Moderation�) jsou nµekdy obviµnovány ze stimulace

podstupování rizika, které vedlo k nedávné �nanµcní krizi. V posledních letech, kdy

centrální banky po celém svµetµe provádí politiku nízkých úrokových sazeb a zmírµnují

trµzní rizika, je akutní otázka, zda tato politika nepµrispívá k vytvoµrení dal�í úvµerové

konjunktury. Tento µclánek se zabývá tímto tématem z pohledu získávání infor-

mací �nanµcními agenty. Vytváµríme teoretický model, který zachycuje nadmµerné

podstupování rizika v reakci na zmµeny úrokové sazby a/nebo trµzní volatility. Toto

nadmµerné riziko získává formu zvý�ené chuti agent°u riskovat, ale také sníµzené moti-

vace získávat informace o rizikových aktivech. V d°usledku, tím jak je sníµzené trµzní

riziko, mají agenti tendenci hromadit více rizika ve svých portfoliích neµz v pµrípadµe s

vysokým trµzním rizikem. Stejné mechanismy zvy�ují riziko portfolia, kdyµz je úroková

sazba sníµzena. Výsledky jsou robustní vzhledem k r°uzným pravidl°um uµcení.
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1 Introduction

The paper is motivated by the debate about whether a low policy rate has con-

tributed to the recent �nancial crisis and if the ongoing policy of low interest rates

is contributing to the building up of a new �nancial bubble. There are voices among

policy-makers and academics suggesting that one could observe worrying tendencies

of risky asset accumulation3. There is evidence of an increased risk appetite, which

is believed to be attributed to accommodative monetary policy conditions and sub-

dued market volatility (for the evidence see, e.g., Bank for International Settlements

2014). At the same time both proponents and opponents of a low policy rate do not

have clear answers as to what tools a central bank should use in order to maintain

price stability and stimulate output growth on the one side, and �nancial stability

on the other (for a recent debate on this see Stein 2013 and Bernanke 2013).

The question asked in this paper is if endogenous information acquisition can

drive overaccumulation of risk when safe interest rates or market volatility is reduced.

It is common that in portfolio choice models with rational expectations, investment

into a risky asset is linear in excess return. In our model, when the policy rate or

market volatility falls, risk accumulation in the economy increases in a nontrivial

way.

We capture the excessive risk accumulation by modeling information decisions.

Financial agents invest in information to reduce the variance of their forecasts. We

show that when market volatility declines, agents invest into information less and

3For the evidence see Stein (2013); the recent examples of uncertainty among policy makers
could be found in articles by Chris Giles "Central Bankers Say They Are Flying Blind " and
"IMF warns on risks of excessive easing" in The Financial Times, April 17, 2013.
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acquire more of a risky asset. This results in an even larger portfolio risk than in

the economy with higher market volatility. With interest rates being lowered, our

model not only captures the standard "search-for-yield " e¤ect, where �nancial

intermediaries invest more into risky assets. We also show an increase in agents�

ignorance about the asset quality. With low information investment and large risky

asset holdings it implies a larger portfolio risk accumulation.

The main contribution of our model to the current debate is that it mimics

excessive risk-taking of �nancial agents. We show that average risk monitoring

declines with lower interest rates despite the growth in excess return on a risky asset.

Another result is overaccumulation of risky assets in a low risk environment. That is

to say with low variance of risky asset return, agents take more risk in their portfolio

than they would have with a high risky asset variance. This e¤ect is explained in

our model with just one deviation from rational expectations: agents do not know

the future return, but only its distribution, i.e. there is no assumption of agents�

irrationality. In our model, this result is driven by a decline in risk monitoring in low

risk environment. Combined with an increase in risky asset acquisition, it results in

higher portfolio variance compared to high variance environment.

To check the robustness of the results, in the spirit of Nieuwerburgh and Veld-

kamp (2010) we consider two alternative learning functions, a linear and an entropy-

based. The rise in portfolio risk when the safe interest rate falls is robust to a learning

rule speci�cation. The increase in risk with falling market volatility is more pro-

nounced in a linear learning rule.
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2 Related Literature

Our study relates to the several stands of literature. First, there is the literature

on the role of interest rates in mitigating or stimulating asset booms, in particular

papers providing empirical evidence that easier monetary policy is associated with

higher risk-taking. Maddaloni (2011) concludes that, for the euro area and US, low

short-term interest rates cause softening of the banks�lending standards. Additional

support for a risk-taking channel of monetary policy can be found in Gambacorta

(2009) and Ongena and Peydro (2011). Adrian et al. (2010) �nd empirical support

for the notion that monetary policy e¤ects the supply of credit, operating through

the term spreads; and that monetary policy can in�uence risk appetite. Ahrend

(2010) focuses on a di¤erent aspect of the �nancial imbalances - on excessive asset

prices growth, and �nds that low interest rates cause growth in some asset prices

in OECD countries, particularly on the housing market. Detken and Smets (2004)

come to the similar conclusion that low policy rates coincide with asset price booms.

The evidence on the dynamic interaction between stock prices and Federal Reserve

policy rate is provided by Laopodis (2010). White (2012) discusses the "unintended

consequences" of easy monetary policy, among which are misallocation of credit and

structural changes in the �nancial sector, e.g. movements from traditional banking

model to shadow banking. Statistical evidence that a long period of low interest rate

and low market volatility have contributed to excessive risk-taking is summarized

in the Annual Report of the Bank for International Settlements (2014).

There are theoretical studies focusing on the channels through which monetary

policy a¤ects risk-taking or asset prices. Taylor (2007 and 2010) suggests that the
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Fed�s low rates stimulated a house price boom through credit growth. The several

mechanisms through which the risk-taking channel of monetary policy could work

are mentioned in Borio and Zhu (2008). In particular, search-for-yield implies that

low interest rates result in a low return on the safe assets, which pushes investors to

accumulate more of the risky ones in the search for an acceptable portfolio return.

Also low interest rates imply a lower discount factor for evaluation of assets or

income �ows, causing higher risk tolerance. Our model incorporates both of these

channels within the banks�portfolio choice problem.

The banks�risk monitoring incentives in connection with monetary policy are

studied in the model of Dell�Ariccia et al. (2010). Their �ndings depend on the

banks� capital structure and the possibility of adjusting it. They conclude that

with a �exible capital structure monetary policy easing leads to higher leverage and

risk-taking. Their approach, however, is di¤erent from that pursued in this paper

in several respects. They concentrate on a partial equilibrium model, where banks

choose the probability of loan repayment subject to costs. Therefore, in their model

banks do not learn about the asset quality, but invest to increase return probability.

We build a general equilibrium model where banks are uncertain about the risky

asset return, but might invest in reducing their uncertainty. That is, learning does

not in�uence the return probability, but makes banks more informed. Therefore,

we capture two aspects of risky behavior - investment in an asset known to be risky

and investment into learning about the asset quality.

Another strand of literature our study is related to is dedicated to the learning

and expectation formation and relaxation of the assumption of rational expecta-
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tions. Among the papers to support the importance of imperfect expectations and

learning are Boz and Mendoza (2010), Bullard et al. (2010), Kurz and Motolese

(2010), Lorenzoni (2009), Adam and Marcet (2010). Empirical support for the role

of imperfect expectations can be found in Fuhrer (2011) and Beaudry et al. (2011).

In this paper we incorporate the idea that agents do not have perfect foresight and

have to form subjective expectations about risky asset return. We use the approach

of Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010) to model the banks�decisions to invest in

learning about the risky asset. In Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010), the investor

draws an additional signal about asset return, and pays for an increase in the signal

precision before observing it. We modify their formulation for information acquisi-

tion, so that in our model agents select the information budget depending on risk

premia and market volatility.

To conclude, our study is motivated by rich empirical evidence. Our model

explores causalities between monetary policy and agents�risk-taking. We also show

that prolonged periods of low interest rates or low risk lead to excessive accumulation

of risk.

The remainder of the paper begins with analysis of a partial equilibrium model

to describe the intuition for the main results. In section 3 the �nancial sector is

described, and the intuition for excessive risk-taking is presented in section 4 within

a partial equilibrium. In section 5 we complete the model for general equilibrium

and then proceed with the calibration, simulations and discussion in section 6. The

last section concludes.
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3 The Model of Financial Sector

Consider a model with a �nancial intermediary, bank, a manufacturing �rm and a

household. The assets in the economy are manufacturer claims (a risky asset) and

reserves (a safe asset). The risk in manufacturer claims comes from the uncertainty

about future productivity. All the agents in the economy know the productivity

distribution. The household puts savings in the bank (in the form of investment),

and the bank transfers all its pro�t back to the household. The safe and risky

interest rates are set by the market.

The bank is risk-averse, which is motivated by the fact that banks are often

subject to regulations and have reputational concerns for the safety of their deposits.

We then expand the model and grant �nancial intermediary access to a noisy signal

about future productivity. This signal helps the agents to reduce the variance of

their forecast. Yet they have to pay for it. Banks are Bayesian, they form forecasts

of risky returns as a weighted average of their prior and the signal.

We abstract from any nominal variables in the model. All the prices and returns

are real. In what follows, we present the model set-up. We start with a partial

equilibrium model to illustrate the mechanism of the excessive risk-taking and in-

formation acquisition. Then we simulate general equilibrium model to study the

model dynamic and potential role of interest rates feedback4.

3.1 Financial Sector

We start with a description of the �nancial sector.

4In our model a risky interest rate could be viewed as a reverse of the asset price. With larger
demand for a risky asset, it drops, potentially o¤setting higher risk appetite.
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Bank The bank is risk-averse and has mean-variance utility in its next period net

return:

max
kbt

Et�t+1 �
1

�
V ar (�t+1) (1)

where � is the risk aversion parameter, kbt is the bank�s risky asset holdings and �t+1

stands for the next period return. That is, portfolio variance is costly and the bank,

therefore, has incentives to reduce it. The next period return consists of the return

on the bank�s portfolio minus the information budget:

�bt+1 = dtR
s
t + k

b
t

�
Rrt+1 �Rst

�
� bt (2)

where dt is household investment, Rr; Rs are respectively gross returns from risky

and safe assets, bt is the information budget selected by the bank. The bank�s

future return depends on the amount of funds it has for investment - dt and from

a composition of its portfolio - quantity of risky asset, kbt : Note that the return is

reduced by the information investment, bt:

The bank�s objective is to maximize (1), and the choice variables are information

budget, bt , and risky asset quantity kbt . Compared to the strand of literature on

rational inattention with exogenous capacity constraint, here we endogenize capacity

and formulate it in budget terms.

Maximizing the bank�s utility, we get its holdings of the risky asset:

kbt =
EtR

r
t+1 �Rst
� � �̂2t

(3)

where �̂2t is risky asset return variance. Sign �̂ �stands for posterior variance, up-
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dated after information decisions. As is typical in the literature, the amount of risky

assets bought is increasing with excess return Rrt+1�Rst , and is decreasing with risk

aversion, �, and risky asset return variance �̂2t .

For simplicity, we make the bank transfer all its pro�t to the household in return

to their savings, dt.

Information Acquisition The information acquisition is modeled similar to Nieuwer-

burgh and Veldkamp (2010). In their paper an investor is allocating his/her ex-

ogenously limited capacity to learn between di¤erent assets depending on his/her

portfolio decisions. In our model, we endogenize learning capacity by replacing it

with the budget, bt: The bank then chooses the budget to determine how much to

learn subject to �xed learning costs, a:

Financial intermediaries can reduce the variance of their return forecast by in-

vesting into additional signal and pay costs proportional to the variance reduced.

The decision to monitor is taken ex-ante signal realization. For this purpose, the

period is decomposed into sub-periods. The timing is as in table 1.

subperiod 1 subperiod 2
�t � N

�
Rrt+1; �

2
t

�
information signals are realized

expected posterior return is E�̂ � N
�
�; �̂2t

�
�̂ is formed using Bayes rule,

budget, bt and �̂
2
t are chosen and portfolio is chosen: kbt

Table 1: The Timeline of Information Decisions

In table 1 �t is the bank�s prior about future return, R
r
t+1; E�̂ is the posterior

the bank expects to get after observing the signal. �̂2t is the posterior variance after

observing the signal5.

5All posterior variables are formes using Bayes rule.
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In the �rst subperiod the agent has prior variance, �2t ; and expected return, �t,

both coinciding with true moments of return distribution. The agent decides what

budget to allocate to information decision. The choice of the budget determines by

how much the variance will be reduced. In the spirit of Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp

(2010) we interpret it as an investment into purchasing additional market data, when

an agent does not have prior knowledge of what is in the data, but knows that this

data will sharpen his/her forecast. We model this decision as a choice of budget

that determines posterior variance, �̂2t . When choosing the budget and posterior

variance, agent takes into account what the return expectations will be after the

signal is observed. In other words, the agent has to form expectations about return

expectations: expected posterior E�̂. Yet before paying for the signal and observing

it, the expected posterior equals the prior E�̂ = �:

When taking decisions in subperiod 1, the agent rationally anticipates the de-

mand for the risky asset in the subperiod 2 as in (3) where �̂2t is posterior variance

of the return. Thus, with the information investment - budget bt; and (3), the banks

utility is rewritten:

max
bt;kbt

Et�t+1 �
1

�
V ar (�t+1) (4)

subject to the learning rule:

f
�
�2t ; �̂

2
t

�
� a � bt; (5)

and non-forgeting constraint: �2t � �̂2t > 0. a is cost of reducing the variance, and

f
�
�2t ; �̂

2
t

�
is the learning function. The function is continuous and monotone in

both of its arguments6, it is increasing in initial variance, �2t , and is decreasing in

6This implies for positive and �nite variances.
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posterior, �̂2t . Intuitively, the more we reduce the posterior variance relative to the

prior, the more we should pay. We assume that the information budget is exhausted

so that (5) becomes equality. Then with the properties of our learning function, the

choice of the information budget, bt; uniquely determines the posterior variance and

captures the information decision of the bank.

In the following section we consider risk-taking decisions of the bank in a partial

equilibrium to identify risk driving forces.

Aggregating Financial Markets The total investment into the safe asset, res,

is given by the bank�s �nancial resources not invested into the risky asset:

rest = dt � kbt

The investment into the safe asset is determined as deposits, dt , that was not

invested in the risky asset, kbt :

Recall, that the risky asset in the model is the investment in the manufacturing

�rm, which uses it to built new capital. The manufacturing �rm does not have funds

for investment on its own. To invest it has to sell its claims to the bank. Thus, the

total investment into the capital is then given by the bank�s risky asset holdings:

It = k
b
t

12



4 Excessive Risk-Taking and Information Acqui-

sition

In this section we analyze the two channels through which a bank accumulates risk in

the portfolio when the safe interest rate is reduced or market volatility declines. One

of them is clear from (3): whenever the safe interest rate drops, it increases the risk-

premium and makes the risky asset more attractive. Similarly, when asset variance

is reduced, the bank rationally increases holdings of the risky asset. The other

channel highlighted in this paper is a change in information acquisition: reduction

in the information budget. Through this channel, the bank increases the riskiness

of the asset per se by choosing to learn less about it. The portfolio risk then, as a

product of risky asset holdings and return variance, increases with the lower interest

rate and, in some cases, lower market volatility.

At �rst glance, the reduction in information acquisition with increase in risky

asset holdings might seem counter-intuitive. It could be suggested that with larger

asset holdings, agents would like to learn more about them. For example Nieuwer-

burgh and Veldkamp (2010) found that when allocating �xed learning capacity be-

tween the assets, agents allocate more to those assets they invest more into. Here,

we should remind the reader, that in our paper we are studying not the allocation

of the �xed capacity, but the determination of this capacity: by how much agents

are willing to reduce their expected income in order to reduce the income variance.

Also this capacity, in the form of the information budget, is itself a function of ex-

pected return and initial variance. It describes a trade-o¤ between the return the
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agent expects to get and variance he/she would like to reduce. Below, we study the

properties of the information budget for speci�ed learning functions.

As learning function choice could in�uence the results (and we show later that

this is the case), we consider alternative functions. Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp

(2010) show that the choice of utility function and learning technologies in�uences

results quantitatively and, sometimes, qualitatively. They consider mean-variance

and exponential utility functions, and three learning rules: one linear and two en-

tropy based measures. Below, we study mean-variance utility under linear and

entropy learning functions.

Information Budget and Comparative Statics

As in Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010) we consider alternative learning functions,

f
�
�2t ; �̂

2
t

�
in (5): linear rule and entropy based. The linear function implies that the

bank pays �xed costs, a, for each unit of the linear decline in the variance:

bt = a �
�
�2t � �̂2t

�
(6)

Linear constraint is an intuitive rule and simple to work with. The one caveat is that

it is marginally as costly for the agents to reduce the variance by 1% as by 100%.

Agents potentially could choose to learn the whole truth and choose the posterior

to be zero. This, of course, is very costly for them in absolute terms of linear costs,

a, and this never happened in our simulations. But in the general case, one should

consider this possibility.

The entropy based constraint implies that the agent pays for each unit of log
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variance decrease. One can �nd some variation in the de�nition of the entropy

based learning rule. For example, in Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010) it is the

simple ratio of prior to posterior variance. Mackowiak and Wiederholt (2009) use

the logarithm of base 2, while there are many papers on rational inattention using

a natural logarithm (e.g. Matejka and McKay (2015) and Cabrales et al. (2013)) In

our de�nition of entropy we follow Mackowiak and Wiederholt (2009)7:

bt = a � log2
�
�2t
�̂2t

�
(7)

The advantage of the entropy rule is that when the agent gets closer to learning the

true state of the world (posterior variance goes to zero), the required budget goes to

in�nity. The entropy constraint is also well-motivated for analysis of processing the

information subject to limited capacity. In our case, however, the agent�s decision

resembles more a choice of a quality of market report to buy or market expert to

pay, than processing market data him/herself. That is, in our view, both types of

constraints are well reasoned here.

To select the information budget the agent maximizes the utility as in (4), but

the decision is now divided in two subperiods. The information budget is chosen in

the �rst subperiod:

max
bt;
Et;1

�
Et;2�t+1 �

1

�
V art;2 (�t+1)

�
(8)

subject to (3) and posterior variance, �̂2t , given by one of the learning rules: (6) or

7The results with a natural algorithm do not di¤er qualitatively, and there is a minor quanti-
tative di¤erence.
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(7).

Note, that in (8) the agent chooses bt in the �rst subperiod before knowing

his expected return in the second subperiod (before the signal - market report - is

realized). Adopting the formula from Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010), formula

14, we have:

max
bt
�0:5 + �

2
t

�̂2t
�
 
1 +

(�t �Rst )
2

�2t

!
� bt

For the learning rule considered we have the solutions in table 2.

Linear rule Entropy rule
Information
budget

bt = bt =

a�2t �
q
a(�2t + (�t �Rst )

2) 0:5a �

0@ log[
a�2t

(�2t+(�t�R
s
t )
2
) log 2)

]

log 2
� 1

1A
Posterior
variance

�̂2t =

p
a(�2t+(�t�Rst )

2)

a
�̂2t = 2 �

(�2t+(�t�Rst )
2) log 2)

a

Portfolio
variance,

�̂2t �
�
kbt
�2 a(�t�Rst )

2

�2
p
a(�2t+(�t�Rst )

2)

a(�t�Rst )
2

2�2(�2t+(�t�Rst )
2) log 2)

Table 2: Solutions to Partial Equilibrium Model

It is instructive to analyze comparative statics of the resulting solutions. In the

partial equilibrium model we take as given both assets�returns, Rrt+1 and its mean

�t, and R
s
t . It will be convenient then to consider model�s response to change in

expected risk premia, �t � Rst . In a general equilibrium, both returns will be de-

termined by the market clearing condition, with a stochastic component in�uencing

risk asset return. In table 3, the changes in the information budget with respect to

variables of interest are described (for full description of the derivatives, the reader

is referred to the appendix).
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Information
budget
deriva-
tives

Linear rule Entropy rule

@bt
@(�t�Rst )

negative negative for �t > R
s
t , otherwise 0

@bt
@�2t

positive positive for �t > R
s
t , otherwise 0

@bt
@a

positive positive, but negative for relatively small a
(�t�Rst )

2

�2t
+1

Table 3: Comparative Statics: Information Budget

Comparing derivatives under both learning rules in table 3, we see the similar

signs of the responses. The information budget rises when initial variance rises,

so that with larger volatility in the market, agents are willing to sacri�ce a larger

budget to reduce uncertainty. Also, with a larger expected risk premium agents

are willing to invest less in reducing the uncertainty, as the larger expected return

compensates agents for taking a risk.

Table 3 explains the information channel of increase in risk-taking. When the

safe interest rate falls, it decreases the expected risk premium (which is �t�Rst ), and

decreases the information budget. With a lower information budget, the agent has

a larger posterior variance. Similarly, with a lower initial volatility (prior variance),

the agent decides to have a smaller information budget. The initial e¤ect of a

reduction in interest rate or initial variance on the risky asset position is positive.

It could be suggested, that a small information budget and larger posterior variance

may o¤set this e¤ect. We show below that this is not the case in our model. The

bank�s risky position rises, and, together with small information acquisition, drives

up portfolio variance.
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Risk Accumulation in Partial Equilibrium

Using the expression for posterior variance in table 2, and calculating derivatives

with respect to risk premium and prior variance, we �nd that risky asset holdings

decrease in initial variance and increase in risk premium8. Figure 1 illustrates this

point. The graphs were drawn with �xed interest rates. Later in the paper we

analyze a general equilibrium model where interest rates are set by the market.

Linear
a b

Entropy
c d

Figure 1: Risk Accumulation in a Partial Equilibrium
Note: dotted line corresponds to information budget b, dashed line - to risky asset holdings kb,

blue solid line - to portfolio variance, black solid line - steady state portfolio variance

In �gure 1 panels a and b correspond to a model with a linear learning rule; and

c and d an entropy learning rule. The solid black line on all the graphs shows the

initial (before reduction in safe interest rate and variance) portfolio variance. The

solid blue line represents portfolio variance, its rise over the initial level shows the

increase in portfolio variance. The channels of portfolio variance increase are clear

8With the entropy learning, the risky asset position increases in risk premium for large enough
�2t : All derivatives are in the appendix.
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from the �gure: there is a decline in information acquisition, bt9, and an increase in

risky asset holdings, kbt .

Panels a and c in �gure 1 show, that when the safe interest rate falls, there is

a larger risk accumulated in the portfolio. The risky asset position increases and

the information budget falls. This resembles the debate that a low interest rate

environment stimulated excessive risk-taking during the Great Moderation. In our

model, we capture also lower incentives to get information about the risky asset -

the agent becomes more ignorant about the asset quality.

A similar result is found for reduction in market volatility in panels b and d.

Surprisingly, when the prior variance falls, the agent ends up with a larger portfolio

risk than in a higher variance environment. This result is, again, driven by the

information channel: an agent is willing to pay less for variance reduction when it

is already small; and by larger risky asset accumulation when the risk gets smaller.

This �nding could be also be applied to the Great Moderation period, when market

volatility was perceived to be low and �nancial agents demonstrated a higher risk

appetite.

Of course, when trying to explain overaccumulation of risk during the Great

Moderation, other forces besides the low volatility, mentioned, and a low safe in-

terest rate environment could be considered. We show in this paper, however, that

market volatility and low policy rates could be contributing factors to increase in risk

preferences. These are also important factors to consider when addressing current

central banks�policy of low interest rates and suppressing market volatility.

9At some point (panels b-d) the information budget hits zero. At this point, the model behaves
the same as the one without information acquisition. Below this point, a sharper increase in risky
asset holdings, kbt is observed.
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Next, we complete the model and consider risk accumulation in a general equi-

librium.

5 General Equilibrium Model

Here we brie�y describe the rest of the model and general equilibrium. Then we

consider the equilibrium impact of the interest rate change on risk preferences and

information acquisition, when there is feedback between the agent�s asset holdings

and market interest rates.

Household There is a representative household which maximizes the following

utility function:

max
fct+i;dt+ig1i=0

Et

1X
i=0

�iu (ct+i) (9)

subject to a budget constraint:

dt + ct = �
fin
t + �pt � tt (10)

where d is household savings, �fint is realized pro�t from the �nancial sector, �pt

is realized pro�t from manufactures and t is a tax. The household decides how

much to consume and to invest in the bank. Its income is generated by the bank�s

and manufacturer�s pro�ts net of lump-sum taxes. u(c) is twice di¤erentiable and

concave. Note, that we abstract from any labor decisions.

The consumption Euler equation looks standard and relates gross interest on
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savings to the stochastic discount factor:

u0 (ct) = Rdt+1�Etu
0 (ct+1) (11)

Rdt+1 = Rst +
kbt
dt

�
Rrt+1 �Rst

�
(12)

Manufacturer On the production side there is a representative producer with a

production function:

yt+1 = zt+1k
�
t

where z is stochastic productivity.

The producer needs to borrow money to �nance investment (make new capital),

and the law of motion for capital is then:

kt+1 = It + (1� �) kt (13)

The producer maximizes one period pro�t, which consists of revenues minus

payment on the loan for investment purposes:

max
kt+1

Et�
p
t+1 = Et

�
yt+1 �Rrt+1 � It

�
= Et

�
zt+1k

�
t+1 �Rrt+1 (kt+1 � (1� �) kt)

�
(14)

where Rr is the gross interest rate paid to investors in the capital. We de�ne Rr as

Rrt+1 = zt+1� (kt+1)
��1 (15)

That is, Rr depends on future productivity, is decreasing in capital, and is uncertain
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from the investors�point of view because of uncertain z. Productivity z is such that

the expected return is as modeled in table 1: �t � N
�
Rrt+1; �

2
t

�
.

Note, that all variables are expressed in real terms - in the units of �nal output.

5.1 Central Bank and Government

It is assumed that the government pays gross interest on the safe asset, and �nances

expenditures by taxing the household. The government budget is balanced:

gt = taxest = R
s
t�1rest�1 � rest (16)

The role of the central bank in this economy is limited. Here we allow for a

shock to the safe interest rate through the household�s Euler equation (11) which is

supposed to resemble monetary policy shock.

5.2 Equilibrium

Equilibrium in this model is a set of allocations: fct;dt; yt; kt; kbt ; rest; bt;�̂2t ; gtg10 such

that given prices
�
Rrt ; R

s
t ; R

d
t

	
and beliefs f�tg all agents solve their problems and

markets clear:

� good market clears: yt = ct + it + gt

� and capital market clears: It = kbt ;

� and the government budget is balanced.
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6 Simulations

6.1 Calibration and Parameter Values

In the model, most of the parameters are standard. Risk aversion is �, capital share

in output �, depreciation �, and household discount factor �. The only nonstandard

parameters are learning costs, a, moment of productivity distribution - E (z) and

initial variance of agent�s beliefs, �2t : This group of parameters was selected to ensure

the existence of solutions, and non-negative values of information cost, bt10. Also,

for alternative learning speci�cations, to ensure the existence of equilibrium, these

three parameters have to be di¤erent.

Linear Entropy
� risk-aversion 2
� capital share 0.33
� depreciation 0.02
� discount factor 0.95
E (z) mean productivity 10
a information costs 1 1.5
�2t prior variance 1.1

Table 4: Parameter Values

Table 4 shows the selected parameter values used for the simulation below. In

this paper we are focusing mainly on intuition, how low policy rates and / or sub-

dued market volatility can in�uence risk-taking and what the contribution of the

information channel could be. Above, in the section on partial equilibrium, we show

that both risk-taking channels work regardless of parameter values. That is why

we consider our procedure for selecting information costs and prior variance sat-

isfactory for our purpose. If, however, one is targeting quantitative e¤ects, more

10Condition for the existence of non-negative bt are in appendix.
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rigorous calibration of information costs and market volatility is necessary. For the

mean productivity values, we are targeting that the condition zt+1� (kt+1)
��1 > Rst

is satis�ed in the steady state. Even though the selected number seems to be large,

it results in steady state risky asset return 1.2369 and 1.0920 for linear and entropy

rules respectively.

In the next subsection we show general equilibrium results for our model of

information acquisition.

6.2 Simulations

We start with a linear learning rule model. For the simulations11, we lowered the

initial variance or safe interest rate for 1% and 0.1% respectively for 20 periods.

The safe interest rate was reduced using a deterministic shock to the household�s

Euler equation (11). After 20 periods, both of the variables return to their steady

state values, together with other model variables. Figure 2 reports responses for

a linear learning rule model. The vertical dashed lines mark the start and end of

the decline in selected variables. Panel a shows the reaction to a shock to the Euler

equation, which we here call "monetary policy". Recall that there is no money in the

model, and this name is �gurative to suggest that the shock to the safe interest rate

resembles monetary authority action in a full-blown New Keynesian model. One

also can note from the panel a that agents are rational and the safe interest change

is expected: the slight adjustment to the change starts ahead of the actual shock

realization. Following the decline in the safe interest rate, the bank�s risky asset

holdings increase. The risky asset is investment into capital in our economy, which

11The simulations are done using Dynare version 4.2.
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is why additional capital is accumulated. Larger capital accumulation reduces the

expected return on capital. This is the force that returns the model to the steady

state after the policy is removed. Before this, there is a drop in the information

budget as a larger risk premium (expected return on risky asset falls less than safe

interest rate) makes an agent tolerate larger risk. Lower information acquisition

determines larger posterior variance. Both larger posterior variance and the risky

asset position increase the bank�s portfolio risk.
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Figure 2: Linear Learing Rule

For the change in initial variance, panel b, we also observe some adjustments

beforehand. Anticipating decline in the variance, risky-asset holdings, capital and

consumption start to increase before the actual variance reduction. Accumulation

of capital declines the return on capital, which is the risky asset in our model.

At period t =40 when the initial variance falls, the information budget falls too.

Posterior variance, being the di¤erence of prior variance and the information budget,

declines, but two times less than the prior. Information costs are unity in this model,
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which is why, without the information channel the posterior variance from (6) should

fall by the same amount as the prior variance. A decline in the information budget

here reduces the e¤ect of initial volatility on the risk that agents are facing. This

and a rise in risky asset portfolio holdings increase portfolio variance above the

steady state level. At period t =50, when the expected return reaches its minimum

value, risky asset holdings and portfolio variance start declining. After the policy

is removed and the level of capital reduced, the increasing expected return returns

the economy back to the steady state.

For the model with the entropy learning rule, �gure 3, panel a; a very similar

response to interest rate decline is found. A reduction in safe interest rates si-

multaneously reduces information acquisition and increases risky asset holdings. A

combination of the two increases the bank�s portfolio risk.
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Figure 3: Entropy Learing Rule

When considering a reduction in prior variance, �gure 3, panel b, a di¤erent

response of the information budget and safe interest rate is observed. Risky asset
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holdings are increased, raising capital and consumption and decreasing the expected

return. At the same time there is a reduction in the information budget, but unlike

in the linear model, this e¤ect is short-lived, and is reversed in a couple of periods.

This leads to short-lived increase in portfolio variance, which declines afterwards.

If in the linear model the information budget is always below the steady state level

for lower prior variance, it is not the case in entropy. With the entopy constraint,

there is a larger e¤ect of falling expected return on the information budget. With

the expected return falling, the information budget starts to increase, decreasing

posterior variance and portfolio risk. Also, the initial fall in the information budget

is less pronounced than in the linear model. The di¤erence is partially attributed

to larger information costs and partially to a di¤erent functional form of learning

function.

6.3 Discussion

In the previous section it was shown that the e¤ect of a low safe interest rate on

an agent�s portfolio risk is supported under both of the learning functions. In a low

interest rate environment, the agent invests less in risk reduction and more in the

risky asset. This results in a higher portfolio risk.

The e¤ect of subdued market volatility is ambiguous. In a model with lin-

ear learning, the information budget falls in a low volatility environment. In a

model with entropy learning, the information budget falls but for a very short time,

and even rises afterwards, with the e¤ect of falling return dominating the variance

decline. This symmetrically implies that with a rise in market volatility, a decline
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in an agent�s willingness to gain the information should be expected. At the same

time, anecdotal evidence suggests that in times of higher volatility, people are try-

ing to get more information. As anecdotal evidence we consider the index of search

interest by Google trends. In �gure 4 we show search trends from Google for three

search terms: Federal Reserve, Mortgage backed securities and Quantitative Easing

for the time period 2005 -201212. The number of searches in one of the leading search

engines could serve as a demonstration of public interest in a particular topic.
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Figure 4: Search Trends
Data Source: Google Trends (www.google.com/trends)

Mortagage-backed securities (MBS), which were regarded as low risk before the

�nancial crisis, attracted a lot of attention in the second half of 2007, when the

uncertainty about them increased. There are also spikes in 2008 when holdings of

MBS threatened viability of large �nancial players. After their riskiness is revealed,

the interest for them is stabilized. An interesting example is search interest for the

12The numbers on the graph show search terms, relative to the total number of searches done
on Google. They are further normalized by the largest number of searches and multiplied by 100.
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Federal Reserve System (FED). Before the second half of 2007, the Fed, like many

other central banks, was ful�lling "routine" in�ation targeting. After the onset of

the crisis, the Fed started to act di¤erently: as a lender of last resort, a conductor

of unconventional policies. These actions were surrounded with large uncertainty

around which institution is to be bailed out, and the design and implementation of

unconventional policies. The introduction of quantitative easing in 2008 stimulated

a spike in interest in the FED and in quantitative easing (QE) itself. An increase

in searches for QE is also observed in late 2010 associated with the second round

of QE. Of course, this is re�ected in spikes in the search interest. After some time

the uncertainty surrounding unconventional policies declines, as does the interest

in them. One could object that spikes in internet searches may be driven by news

releases, mentioning search terms intensively. But the news, itself re�ected the rise

in uncertainty and importance of a particular topic. For instance, the Fed was as

important at the onset of the crisis in 2007, as it was in the middle of 2009 when

�nancial markets were not yet fully recovered and the economy was moving into deep

recession. But the interest in the Fed in 2009 was three times lower than at the end

of 2007, where uncertainty about the Fed�s actions was the largest. This is why we

suggest it is reasonable to interpret this anecdotal evidence as not contradicting our

suggestion that a rise in volatility stimulates attention.

It is also reasonable to suggest that a decline in the interest in a particular term

is associated with low volatility about this term. In the light of our results, it means

that lower market volatility leads to lower incentives to acquire information about

the risky asset, leading to larger portfolio risk than in a high volatility environment.
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The implications from the model with a linear learning rule are more in line with

this suggestion.

7 Conclusion

This paper addresses the debate as to whether periods of low policy rates and low

market volatility could lead to overaccumulation of risky assets. It is motivated by

the number of empirical studies showing that increase in risk appetite is associated

with low policy rates.

We contribute to the literature by building a model with rationally inattentive

�nancial agents, who decide how much to invest in information acquisition subject

to information costs. Information acquisition is modelled as paying for a decline in

risky asset variance. We consider two basic learning functions: entropy and linear

learning rule.

It is then shown that with a low safe interest rate there are two channels of

increase in risk-taking: a standard in the literature search-for-yield, and a decline

in the information budget. These two channels result in a high risky asset position

and high risk of the asset per se, as an agent face higher uncertainty about asset

returns. As a result, agent accumulates more risk in his or her portfolio when the

safe asset rate falls. These �ndings are robust to the learning rule speci�cation.

Another result is larger risk-taking with the decline in risky asset volatility.

When the variance of risky return falls, agents rationally increase their risky asset

holdings. At the same time, they are willing to pay less for further reduction in

return variance. Lower incentives for information acquisition partially o¤set the
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drop in initial variance, with posterior variance falling much less than the prior. In

combination with larger risky asset holdings, it increases agent�s portfolio variance.
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Appendix

Comparative static

Linear Learning Rule

From table 2 the solution for information budget is positive when information costs

are:

a >
(�t �Rst )

2

�2t
+ 1

That is, larger than one plus the expected return to variance ratio. In this interval,

the derivative with respect to initial variance is positive:

a

0@1� 1

2
q
a
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�
1A > 0

And the derivative with respect to risk premium is non-positive:

� a (�t �Rst )q
a
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
� � 0

The impact of information costs increase is always positive on the interval with

positive bt :

�2t �

q
a
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�

2a
> 0

The e¤ect on risky asset portfolio holdings is characterized by the following
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derivatives:

@kbt
@�2t

= � a2 (�t �Rst )

2�
�
a
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�� 3

2

< 0

@kbt
@ (�t �Rst )

=
a2�2t

2�
�
a
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�� 3

2

> 0

Entropy Learning Rule

From the formula in table 2, bt, is positive when

log[
a�2t

(�t �Rst )
2 + �2t

] > log [log [2]]� log [2] = log
�
log [2]

2

�
= �1:0597

The derivative of budget with respect to initial variance, �2t is always non-

negative:

a (�t �Rst )
2

�2t
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�
log (4)

� 0

The derivative with respect to risk premia (�t �Rst ) is always non-positive:

� a (�t �Rst )
((�t �Rst )

2 + sigma) log[2]
� 0

The derivative of budget, bt, with respect to information costs, a, is:

1 + log[
a�2t

(�t�Rst )
2+�2t

]� log[log[4]]
log (4)

The sign of the derivative is determined by the nominator. The derivative is positive
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when:

log[
a�2t

(�t �Rst )
2 + �2t

] > log[log[4]]� 1 = log
�
2 log 2

e

�
= �0:6703

Since �0:6703 > �1:0597; there is a region where the derivative could be negative.

The information budget is decreasing with information cost, when information costs

are:

log [2]

2

 
(�t �Rst )

2

�2t
+ 1

!
< a <

2 log 2

e

 
(�t �Rst )

2

�2t
+ 1

!

Thus for relatively small information costs, an increase in information cost will

reduce the information budget. For other, feasible values of a, an increase in infor-

mation costs also increases the information budget.

The e¤ect on risky asset portfolio holdings is characterized by the following

derivatives:

@kbt
@�2t

= � a (�t �Rst )
�
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�2
log (4)

< 0

@kbt
@ (�t �Rst )

=
a
�
� (�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�

�
�
(�t �Rst )

2 + �2t
�2
log (4)

> 0 if �2t > (�t �Rst )
2
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